Parking near McGill
The simplest way to park for the conference is not to bring your car anywhere near McGill—leave it where you are
staying. However, if you don’t mind potentially driving around the block a couple of times, you may be lucky early on
Saturday and Sunday morning as this is actually the easiest time to find parking on the nearby residential streets.
On this map, the New Music Building where the conference is being held is labelled “Salle Tanna Schulich” (“Tanna
Schulich Hall”), at the corner of Sherbrooke and Aylmer.

From either direction on Sherbrooke Street, you can turn “north” onto Aylmer. (Montreal “north” is actually west-bynorthwest according to the compass or the map above.) This is a residential street with some metered spots near
Sherbrooke, and after that it alternates between resident-only parking and general free parking. At first the free
parking is on the right, and further up the block it will be on the left (see the green areas with dotted boundaries
above). The same will be true on the next block of Aylmer if you reach the cross-street Milton without finding a
spot. Look for the nearest parking sign on your side of the street, which will look like this:
This says that to the left of the sign, there is no parking, and to the right of the sign
there is no parking (during the hours mentioned) except for residents with a sticker
saying “Sector 13”, who may park there. If there is no arrow near the red square with
the sector number, it means that it is resident-only parking on both sides of the sign.
A parking ticket will be over $80 so please be careful.
If you drive all the way up Aylmer to Prince Arthur without seeing a free spot, you can
turn right on Prince Arthur and look for parking in the next few blocks of this
residential neighbourhood.
If you do bring your car downtown and you can’t find a free spot, there are paid parking lots nearby. The closest is on
Union Street just “south” of Sherbrooke. Or you can find a parking meter on or near Sherbrooke Street, but you will
have to feed it every few hours (which you can do using your phone if you want; instructions are on the meters).

